Sub: Construction Management System: Circular – 77

Ref: Guidelines for site management, Safety during execution of works, Notice & signage board on work sites & Road restoration works under ongoing RUIDP packages in town. (Construction Management System - Circular No.– 17, 42, 46 & 62).

It has been regularly directed that safety is one of the important components of the construction management in addition to the Cost, Time & Quality. The safety should not be compromised in any construction activity. Some incidents like loss of life are happened in sewerage works due to lapse of proper safety arrangements.

It is again directed to all concerned to follow the guidelines of safety (CMS circular no.17) during the execution of works particularly sewerage works. Serious action shall be taken against the concerned for any lapses in safety measures during the execution of works.

During the site visits by RUIDP officials, it has been observed that proper sign boards are not available at different work sites of RUIDP. It has been directed vide CMS circular no. 42 to provide the proper size sign boards at different work sites displaying with the requisite information related to the execution of works and activities mentioning various components of activities specifically project cost, duration etc. together with the benefits to be provided to the peoples. It is directed to provide sufficient sign boards on the RUIDP work sites.

Looking to the ongoing `clean city program at the GoR level in all cities of Rajasthan, road restoration work should be taken up on utmost priority by the XEn IPIUs’s and ensure that there is no pending restoration work as per given schedule. Any pendency in road restoration work will be taken seriously. It should also be ensured that the road restoration work be executed as per specification particularly refilling of trench is done in layers with watering & proper compaction to achieve desired density.

Project Director,
RUIDP, Jaipur
Dated: 21.01.2014

Copy to the following for information and compliance:
1. PA to PD, PMU, Jaipur.
2. Addl. PD / ACE (T)/ FA / Dy. PD (Adm.) / Dy. PD (NLCP)/SE (Co-ord)/ SE (WW)/ (WS) / (Roads)/ (Bridges) / PO(all)/ CAO / All APOs / AAQO/ RUIDP, Jaipur.
3. Zone SE, RUSDIP, Jaipur/Jodhpur/Kota.
5. Team Leader IPMC, Jaipur/ DSC-I, Jaipur/ DSC-II, Jodhpur/ DSC-III, Kota, RUSDIP.
6. ACP, RUIDP, Jaipur to send by e-mail and put up the Guidelines on the website.

Superintending Engineer (IV)